
“When I travel for work, 
the most important is the 

time, early at the 
location and want to be 
back home as early as 

possible.”

 Using white space as an active 
element helps clearly identify each 
elements on a page.
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 Travel for work:

 Any combinaisons of:  
At home or at work, on 
mobile device or laptop

 Excitement about 
planning a new travel

 Travel For Leisure: 

“Always starts off with a 
destination and dates, 

then check to compare 
prices.”  

“Priority is where and when but price is the main factor”



“Priority is price over anything else”



“Date was most important for my last trip otherwise price is the 
main factor.”

 Leisure: Makes decisions 
around who to travel 
with, when and where. 

 Leisure: Define a budget

 Leisure: Get in touch with 
travel partner to decide 
planning together

 Business: 
Asks PA to book for her 
passing on her travel 
preferences (mostly 
time).

BOOKING PROCESS

“I want to see upfront what the total price would be.”



"I want more transparency on price and what it includes."



“Price hike if not booked and paid for immediatly is a concern.”



USER 
SUGGESTIONS

GENERAL UX 
FEEDBACK ON 

BOOKING PROCESS

“Some respondents mention that they would like airline to stop increasing prices based 
on previous searches (cookie)”



“Being able to book a multi-stop trip would be great”


"I want to have a section to be 

able to see price fluctuation over 
a period of time for a given 

flight route"



"I would love a checking fast 
track with no up-sell"




“Comparing prices and dates with different airlines is easier using a 
web browser on a computer”



“Compare price with a friend in the same room on different airline.”



“Often uses aggregator to see what airline is cheaper and has 
better flight time”



“User prefers laptop as screen is bigger and more confortable.” 


"I use incognito window and a vpn to avoid price hike"

 Narrow down which airline or aggregator to book through, which 
matches all user’s criterias, with price (often) being the most important

 Find info about covi

 Get a refun

 Check status about your bookin

 Find out how to search for flight

 Compare prices and times of flight for location and date decided  User fills in his flight details criterias

 User fills in departure and destination airport

 User fills in dates

 User fills in passenger number

 User clicks Search CTA

 User uses web browser on laptop

 User uses web browser on laptop

 User uses mobile app

 User uses mobile app

 User goes through aggregator and / or airline website

 Concern on airline habits to raise prices if you previously looked for 
flights and didn’t book yet.

 Awareness on airline habits to raise prices if you previously looked for 
flights and didn’t book yet.

 Discuss with travel partner to compare and agree.

 User sets his / her departure airport 
preference, based on geolocation

 Dismiss the mandatory GDPR cookie 
popup

 User takes a moment to digest the 
information hierarchy upon landing.

 Geolocalisation of airport is 
appreciated by the user

 Upon landing, the website should 
know where I am and should be 
automatically informed. I should not 
have to enter this manually.
(Geolocation)

 The big hero section taking all top part 
of the screen makes it difficult to focus 
on the booking flight task.

 Landing page shows too many 
marketing upsale blocks

“Adding passenger: It’s more convenient to use the “+" 
button with a mouse click than typing the number 

in....It’s like amazon”



"I just presumed the CTA was further down the page so 
I didn't see it immediatly next, it should have a more 

standing out colour"

“Landing page: I never browse what's underneath the hero 
section containing the search flight form”



“The "continu" CTA is greyed out and cannot proceed but 
have no idea why and what is missing, had to scroll back 

and figure out, but unclear what was highlighted”



"I just presumed the CTA was further down the page so I didn't 
see it immediatly next, it should have a more standing out 

colour"

 Search for and Book a flight

 It's expected and common pattern to have 3 fare options to choose from for a given flight, 
which are incremental and about luggages options mainly

 "I know what to expect in terms of you get what you pay for"

“What I do like is the illustration showing what is included in 
my fare choice (luggages drawing) - it's a nice touch.”

“Fare options presented in table format with 
clear icons is great for a quick comparaison.”

 Presenting fare options (3 is common) in a table format allows quick scanning and comparing 
of what the price includes or not

 Fare options presented in table format with clear icons is great for a quick comparison

 Easily finds link to compare each fare option available

 By default the cheapest baggage fare option is selected in expanded panel below picked 
flight.

 Prices often don't include mandatory options, like choosing a 
seat or taking a cabin baggage aboard.

 Prices often don't include mandatory options, like choosing a 
seat or taking a cabin baggage aboard.

 User is getting details on fare once he picked his flight. Seems 
redundant as he already checked the differences before.

 Fill in correct info about airports, dates and number of 
passengers.

 Enter dates without making any mistake  Identify outbound and inbound flights flight that 
matches budget and time preferences.

 Identify outbound and inbound flights flight that 
matches budget and time preferences.

 Identify compromises possible depending on flexibility

 User makes compromises on flight preferences given 
the options available

 User checks flight and compare price / time 
combinaison

 User reads info related to each fare

 User selects the cheapest fare and want to see later how much it costs to simply add an extra 
bag without all the other options.

 User chooses inbound flight and pick 
the prefered fare option

 User chooses outbound flight and 
pick the prefered fare option

 User type in date in the specified format  User takes time to carefully understand how 
the flights are sorted and organised.

 Pick the right fare option for your needs  Choose and Pick your seat for inbound 
and outbound flights

 Select the seat for each passengers and 
their preferences

 Seat selection is percived as mandatory 
and pricey (just for sitting)

 A map of the aircraft is clearly showing 
where seats are.

 Seat selection UI appears in the form of 
a map of the actual aircraft

 Some airlines do not provide free seats 
option.

 Skip button for this optional step is often 
undetected

 Skip this step and will be assigned a sit at 
check-in

 Understand clearly, what you get for each options

 User clicks and select departure and return 
dates in the calendar ui

USER MOOD

“The info is clearly presented but there's 
way too much of it and in small print.”



“Not clear how these are sorted, after 
paying attention, directs are on top, then 
time of departure as second parameter, 

price ascending as third.”

”I hate when the price adds 
up just for "normal" options 

like seat selection.”



“Seat selection: since I'm a bit 
stingy I don’t want to pay for 
a sit, even if it means I am not 
sitting next to my husband.”

“I hate when the price adds 
up just for "normal" options 

like seat selection.”

 Clear and visible CTA, to select the wanted flight brings up the 
fare options popup.

DECISION TO 
TRAVEL & CRITERIAS PLANNING & COMPARING - AIRLINE CHOICE SEAT MAP / SEAT SELECTION

UPSELL 
SECTION

BAGGAGE OPTIONS PAYMENTPASSENGER DETAILS

 Date calendar picker is difficult to use if not 
sitting right next to its parent input field.

 Too much info at first glance can be 
overwhelming

 Sorting order can be confusing

 Flight prices, not clear whether the price is for a 
single passenger or the total of my 2 travellers.

 Return date picker is automatically 
prompting user as soon as a departure 
date is selected.

 Seeing the cursor flashing led me to type in 
the date instead of selecting on calendar

 Seeing the cursor flashing led me to 
type in the date instead of selecting on 
calendar

 Calm and peaceful imagery is inviting.

 Quick flight search form on landingpage can be missed if below the 
fold.

 In search flight form, It's clear what needs to be filled in next when 
the next field is automatically in focus and highlighted.

Talking about Landing page:

“it's quite familiar, as usual 
on airline site, you are 
greeted with a form to 

search for flights”

 It's confusing if next field to fill up in a form doesn't highlight to 
show you what's next info to provide.

 User wants to be prompt to fill in all mandatory input before 
she's able to click continue (avoiding getting an error message)

 Search CTA not immediatly spotted

 Departure flight airport was prefilled and automatically filled in 
during the search (geolocation)

 Being presented with most common desitnations and airport to 
choose from and click to pick is great instead of typing in

 Clicking into a field highlighted after error message gives you 
ample info on what needs to be amended before continuing

 Search input with auto suggestive text is a massive plus.

 Search input with auto suggestive text is a massive plus.

 Clicking into a field highlighted after error message gives you ample 
info on what needs to be amended before continuing.

 A calendar UI is prefered to quickly select 
a date rather than typing it in.

 Date selectors allow you to either type in 
the date in a "forced" format or just click a 
date on the calendar format.

 Calendar date picker with full month view 
is prefered over typing in the date, it 
matches the way user works around on 
her macbook.

 Flight list showing time, duration, price 
and stop-over info

 Search cta is disabled until all mandatory options are filled in.

 Search results calendar highlighting the cheapest 
option for everyday is great.

 Layout of search results page should have 
careful information hierarchy and design 
consideration around time, prices, stop over, 
etc....

 Search results for each flight, clearly showing if 
it's direct or stop-over along with its duration is 
a plus.

 Able to switch date on search page without 
having to go back and search again is great.

 Showing alternative surrounding days of your 
chosen date along with prices is great if you are 
flexible.

“Then again, this is quite good, I can 
see both inbound and outbound flights 

immediatly, side by side.”

 I cannot find out here how much it would cost to add an 
overhead cabin bag without going somewhere else.

“I can see that they want me to 
book quickly as they are 

notifying me that ony 4 seats 
left.”



 Showing departure airport, price and time doesn't require 
clicking and is clearly displayed.

 Showing departure airport, price and time doesn't require 
clicking and is clearly displayed.

 Difficult to see what the flight price displayed includes at first 
glance

 The user would like to choose the fare option for the entire 
flight up front.

 Stop over detail clearly presented in a popup window.

 The flight choice is made in this order, priority price, then time 
and date.

 Depending on user, some avoid stop-overs

 Highlighting what options you get once you picked the fare 
(lowest) is great there, because a lot of people clicks lowest 
fare without thinking what you get or don’t get.

“Uses skyscanner on computer & phone, prefers desktop, to 
see what’s available, go directly through the airlines website 

to compare prices. Goes for cheaper.”



"I use aggregators to expand search to other airlines."

“books directly on the airlines websites, not using aggregator 

services.

I sometimes book through aggregator”



“I only use 2 airlines and compare the price between these 2”



“Uses aggregator first to see what's available in terms of price 
and time”

“I want to see upfront 
what the total price 

would be.”
“Flight time is 

important when 
travelling with kids.”

“Airline doesn't matter if the price 
is right.”

“Country selector doesn't 
allow typing in and 

presents a huge 
dropdown, good luck if 
you fly from Zimbabwe”

“Cannot see straight away how much it'd 
cost to just add a baggage, without jumping 

to the next fare option up”
"I am surprised to be presented 

with ski baggage options when 
my destination is Malaga"

“Search result page, there's 
a lot of info, I need a 

moment to take it all in.”

“I always pick direct flight.”

“I prefer calendar date 
picker UI showing up 
instead of typing in.”

“Overwhelming huge 
marketting hero section 

section image is so 
unecessary.”

“Not clear what prices are. 
Very confused about 

baggage pricing policy, 
way too much info, equals 

no info.”
"I want more 

transparency on price 
and what it includes."

“Some respondents take all 3 factors (price, 
destination, date) in consideration and shop 
around to find the best all-round package”

“I would always check the fare 
comparaison table, it is extremely 

important info.”

“From what I read, it's way safer 
to sit at the back in case of a 

crash :)”

“I don't understand why I 
have to pay a fee just for 

sitting.”

“I don't like the extra sales 
options.”

“Car rental: Oh no, I 
don't need that”

“Took for granted that a cabin luggage should 
be included by default.”



“I want to choose the fare option for the entire 
flight up front.”



"I want more transparency on price and what it 
includes."

“I assume I have a cabin bag and an 
overhead bag but it says: "hold luggage", 

Confused as what this is.”

 Comparing fare options, took for granted that a cabin luggage should be included by default

 The user would like to choose the fare option for the entire flight up front

 Prices often don't include mandatory options, like choosing a seat or taking a cabin baggage 
aboard.



 Choosing the fare type option is just ticking a checkbox and it not as obvious as a clear CTA. 
The user should be prompt to pick one

 Fare options selection is perceived as intentionally confusing, some trust issues

 Showing option greyed out (fare option business) as unavailable is not valuable, don't show 
me what I can't get

 Basic fare option doesn't garantee I can keep my hand luggage with me on board. brings 
concerns as to securing the bag with locks etc...



 Choosing or not needed options while staying on budget

 User must pick / or not priority boarding

 User must choose to rent / or not a car upon arrival

 User must choose to suscribe or not to a extra insurance (cancellation etc...)

 User must choose or not to have a meal on board.

”I would never pay extra for priority 
boarding: we all arrive at the same time”



“Overall, it's quite typical, but it's too 
complicated. The business model is made so 

you keep adding options”

 Air miles are not bringing great offers in EU, miles club in general terms and 
thinks it’s not worth joining the club when you live in EU at least.

 The user feels like the “add-ons”are irrelevant and is not inclined to purchase 
them.

 User gets the feeling they want to sell you more an more, I'm cheap, I want a 
fast track!

“In flight food: Skip that, I never book these things, 
unless it's overseas very long haul flight, within EU, 

never.”



“Meals: thinking about it, depending on flight time: 
Can't remember it, and is doesn't notice flight recap on 

the right handside”



“Car rental page: Totally irrelevant, I'd just skip that.”

“Meal, I don't need to order a meal for a short flight”

 Refundability is interesting, specially when you travel with 
kids

 Is interested to cancellation insurance but doesn't need it as he has an 
insurance with his credit card provider.

 Overall, car rental options are fine to be presented with, as you may need 
them at times.

 User was happy not seeing car rental options but at the same time was 
surprised not seeing it

 The price is important but sometimes if I know I will 
be shopping there, the combined luggage weight 
aspect is the most important.

 Pick special luggage for ski trip or golf for 
example 

 Simply add an extra bag on top of the cheapest 
fare

 Skip this as all the user needs was included in the 
fare he picked

 The price is important but sometimes if I know I will 
be shopping there, the combined luggage weight 
aspect is the most important.

 User reads info about pricing, sizes and weight 
allowance of baggages

 User skips the section all together

 The luggage options selection after choosing fare 
options in the first step becomes redundant.

“The baggage upsale is annoying. Most 
people would ignore but your are forced 
to scroll through it and read...."I would 

rather skip that"”



"it's surprising that the lowest fare 
doesn't even include an hand luggage"



“Too costly I'd skip that.”



“I disliked that the bagagge options 
was repeated quite a lot”

 Provide details (name, 
gender, contact...) for each 
passenger

 User fills in passenger 
names, gender, and 
contact. (mandatory)

 User provide eventual 
frequent flyer membership 
id

 User doesn’t want to have 
baggage info again

 The total price for all 
passengers only appears 
clearly at this stage.

”I find it weird to have 
baggage option again 
here, at least for me, 
the choice was made 

earlier”



“Now I can see the 
price for 2, it would 

have been nice to see 
this earlier”

”Getting the same 
baggage info here, I can 

add extra baggage for my 
wife :)”

 Pay for the trip

 Lock the price for now and 
pay later once 
everybody’s organised

 User fills in payment 
details

 User select the “Price lock” 
option and must login to 
save this price.

 "Save your price" option is 
understood but useless, 
when user knows what 
she wants.

 Getting boarding pass by 
sms can cost extra.

Giving to Unicef option: 

“this is very nice from 

norwegian but it makes 
me feel guity for 

skipping it”

 Price lock is useful, it 
allows time to think and 
organise.

”I have no idea how many steps I am from checkout.”



“Too many steps and added option related questions 
before reaching checkout”



“Dealing with added options to choose are the most 
painful aspect of booking a flight”



“Overall, booking 
flight is always 

stressful, but it's pretty 
much what I expect”

“During the booking process an 
anchored horizontal breadcrumb 

shows me at all time where in the 
process step I am.“

“Total price for all passenger anchored at the 
bottom alongside next button is clear and useful 

when going through selecting options.“

“Detail flights recap anchored 
in the sidebar is extremely 

useful.“

“Booking steps flow: Next 
button is clear and visible“

“Search cta color standing 
out well helps user focus on 
how to get to next stage.“

“Do notice immediatly after selecting the return 
flight the topbar appearing with message: "all 

flight selected" along with a clear CTA: Continu“


